tween 1995 and 2007 growth in Euro countries averaged about 2 per cent per annum, even though almost
all Euro countries reduced the size of government (as
measured by the proportion of general government
outlays to GDP). In fact, no less than 21 out of the 28
countries listed in surveys of OECD member countries
made such reductions and eleven cut them by more
than 5 percentage points of GDP, which suggests that
they made reductions in discretionary outlays. Particularly noteworthy were the cuts by the Nordic ‘big
spenders’—Sweden (13 per cent), Norway (9 per cent),
Finland (13 per cent) and Denmark (9 per cent)—as
well as those by Canada (10 per cent), Czech Republic
(11 per cent) and the Slovak Republic (12 per cent).
These countries have thus reduced the relative extent of government outlays by 15-20 per cent, resulting in much diminished ‘Swedenisation’. The reasons
for these developments in Europe are unclear, but they
certainly suggest smaller governments have increasingly
been favoured. Moreover, while one or two countries
with relatively small government outlays have experienced relatively poor economic performances, some
academic analysis suggests a favourable relationship between economic growth and the size of government.
In a survey of a wide range of academic studies
of the effects of government size, economics Professor
Denis Mueller of the University of Vienna concluded
that, while too small a government sector can harm
economic performance, beyond some point the adverse
incentive effects from high levels of taxation and regulation outweigh its positive effects. All of the highly developed countries, Mueller argues, are beyond that tipping
point. The country which has maintained one of the
smallest government sectors since its inception—the
USA—has real per capita income levels that are about
25 per cent above the next highest in the OECD.
In any event, the case for reducing the size of government would not rest simply on the potential for
improving economic performance. There is a broader
philosophical case that increasing the role and responsibilities of individuals would enhance individual freedom and the functioning of society more generally. Particularly in today’s more educated and wealthier society,
a higher proportion of individuals have the capacity to
make their own decisions on health, education and retirement.
This, in turn, should mean a reduced need for
the provision of government assistance, particularly to
higher income groups which currently receive about 30
per cent of various government benefits. From a social
perspective, welfare dependency would be reduced as an
increased proportion of individuals and families would
assume more responsibility for their own welfare. There
would be less of a ‘nanny’ state.
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Can we starve the
government beast?
Sinclair Davidson

‘T

his reckless spending has got to stop’.
With those words Kevin Rudd outflanked John Howard’s economic
policy from the right. Australia’s
traditional centre-left party won the
2007 election with smaller government rhetoric than
the traditional centre-right party. Of course, the Rudd
government is not going to be a small government, but
then neither was the Howard government. Voters had
a choice of two-large government parties at the election and seemed to prefer the party that offered slightly
lower tax cuts with slightly less spending.
Small government is rhetorically popular, yet two
paradoxes are immediately apparent. By historical standards Australia now has more government than ever before and the party of big government is in office in every
state, territory and Commonwealth government. The
right are no longer the party of small government. This
phenomena, however, is not confined to Australia. The
US administration can be described as being ‘big government conservative’. George W Bush did not campaign to reduce the size of government in either 2000 or
2004 and he has made no effort to do so.
Andrew Norton has coined the phrase ‘conservative social democracy’ to explain the emergence of conservative big government in Australia. As he indicates,
market forces have increased income inequality within
society, and given our highly progressive income tax
system which has translated into massive increases in
revenue flowing to government. Rather than reduce
taxation, the Howard government directed more funds
to favoured social institutions, such as family units—
households with children. This was a deliberate strategy. John Howard recently espoused this strategy to the
American Enterprise Institute.
We should maintain a cultural bias in favour of
traditional families. That doesn’t mean discriminating against single parents but it does mean
ceaselessly propounding the advantages for a
child of being raised by both a mother and father.

Sinclair Davidson is a Senior Fellow at the
Institute of Public Affairs.
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Marriage is a bedrock social
institution—with an unmistakable meaning and resonance. It
should be kept as such.
Taxation laws should promote, not penalise, marriage.
The taxation system should generously recognise the cost of raising children. This is not middle
class welfare. It is merely a taxation system with some semblance
of social vision. The tax payment
system must also support choice
for parents about who cares for
their children.

The Commonwealth Treasury has reported that Commonwealth spending
has grown 54 per cent since 2000-01.
Consistent with conservative values, that
spending has been directed at the aged
and families with children, while unemployment assistance has fallen. The
important point to note is the phrase
about having a tax system that includes
a social vision. In this regard a centreright government is little different from
a centre-left government. Some details
may differ, but overall the vision is identical. Government coercion, applied
through taxation and spending, is the
primary tool to mould society towards a
desired outcome.
James Buchanan famously said that
while socialism was dead, Leviathan
lived on. In some respects this comment missed the point. Socialism has
comprehensively failed as Ludwig von
Mises and Friedrich von Hayek predict-
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ed in the 1930s. But Leviathan is now
a very different beast, manifesting itself
as the welfare state or ‘the risk society’.
The simple idea that individuals can
and should make their own choices is as
much under threat today as at any time
in human history.
The underlying premise of the risk
society is seductive. Government can
insure its citizens against a range of
risks. This is trivially true—of course.
The important question is however,
which risks governments should insure
its citizens against, and at what price?
Should they even be trying to insure
citizens against their own choices at all?
Advocates of big government all answer
in the affirmative but seem to ignore the
subsequent price tag. In Australia their
reasoning is effective—after all, ‘we’ can
afford it, and we live in a ‘society, not
an economy’.
The individual in this type of society no longer has self-ownership but
is owned by society. How often do we
hear that ‘obesity costs us X’ or ‘smoking costs the community Y’ and so on?
The consequences of (some) personal
life style choices are apparently socialised giving society the right to regulate those activities. This argument is
entirely specious. Cost can only be
incurred within a framework of ownership. Unless smokers or fat people belong to society their ‘premature’ deaths
cannot cost society anything.
Rather than directly controlling society through economic ownership, Le-

viathan now controls through regulating
and altering incentive structures. Advocates for big government argue that once
the correct incentives are in place, people
will behave as expected—a much easier
and less tyrannical method than simply
ordering those people around. To the
extent that this form of social control
succeeds, individuals prefer being bribed
to being coerced.
But it implies that, over time the
price tag associated with Leviathan will
become greater, and the rules and regulations will become more complex.
Hungry hungry government
Standard public choice analysis indicates
that governments avoid increasing taxes
and avoid decreasing spending. This
creates a bias toward big government
and budget deficits. The US experience
is largely consistent with that analysis.
Recent Australian experience, however,
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is somewhat different. Here government has been
maintaining a budget surplus and not spending as
much as it could. This is despite the massive spending that has actually occurred. On the other hand,
the Australian government has not cut taxes as much
as it could and has chosen to accumulate large reserves that, in turn, will subsidise future spending.
The Australian experience sheds some light on
the US ‘starve the beast’ philosophy. That argument
suggests that dramatically lowering taxation ultimately leads to lower revenues which will in turn
lead to government reducing expenditure. (Bruce
Bartlett has traced the recent origin of the phrase
‘starve the beast’ to a 1985 Wall Street Journal article.) In short, this idea has—to date—failed. An
anonymous Reagan administration official admitted, ‘We didn’t starve the beast. It’s still eating quite
well—by feeding off future generations’. Short run
budget deficits are financed by borrowing; the US
government is a massive debtor. In the long run US
tax cuts are financed by subsequent tax increases
and revenue increases. In a careful analysis of the
post-war record of US tax cuts, Christina Romer
and David Romer find no support for the starve the
beast hypothesis. Rather they find that spending increases after tax cuts and ascribe this to either fiscal
illusion or shared fiscal irresponsibility.
The Howard government, by contrast, was debt
averse. It reduced net Commonwealth debt to zero
and even entertained the notion of having no Commonwealth debt at all. This is, of course, sensible
and orthodox economic policy which constrained
the government to having either a balanced budget
or a budget surplus. This self-imposed constraint
provided an upper-limit on the growth of government, but did not create any incentive to reduce
government.
Leviathan is not going to be shamed into submission. Running massive budget deficits with the
associated government debt—and the ability to
compulsorily acquire assets in future—has seen off
the challenge from starvation.
The beast is alive and well. Leviathan must be
confronted in the market for ideas and ultimately
engaged at the ballot box. Taxpayers need to understand the excessive burden of their taxation, consumers need to understand the increased prices they
pay, and business needs to understand the higher
costs they incur due to excessive regulation. It is
not enough to simply insist on balanced budgets,
nor cutting taxes. Government spending must be
checked and reduced; individuals must be empowered to live their own lives.
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Can regulation
be reduced?
Alan Moran

N

umerically, Australia now has more
regulations than at any time since federation. If we are to pare back government interference in the economy, we
need to attack more than just the national income share of government, but also the regulatory web which surrounds the decisions of people and
firms. Can this regulation be reduced?
Regulation, like taxing and spending, brings about
a redistribution of costs and benefits across the community.
That redistribution can bring net benefits in the
case of taxing and spending—most people would see
defence and the maintenance of law and order as being public goods that could not be financed except by
taxation. There are also, perhaps more controversially,
some areas of infrastructure that are best financed in
this way.
Such positive attributes of imposing costs to bring
about net benefits are less discernible in the case of
regulations. Assembling information on their costs is
difficult. But it is unlikely that the deadweight cost
of regulation—the net negative impost on the nation’s
income—is less than is the case with taxation.
It is helpful in developing a strategy for the reduction of these costs to define them into different categories. The most meaningful are ‘economic’ regulations
which prevent or impede suppliers from offering goods
and services to consumers; and ‘social’ regulations
which forbid or restrain certain activities because they
may have harmful spillover effects on those not party
to them.
The classic example of economic regulation is tariff protection; pollution is a traditional justification for
social regulations. Often, as in the case of occupational
regulations, the two rationales are mingled.
There are no economy-wide net benefits from
‘economic’ regulations. Protecting incumbents from
competition has an unambiguously deleterious effect
(except, of course, for the producers who are sheltered).
Restrictive licensing or reservation of activities for government owned suppliers are hardly less deleterious.

Alan Moran is Director, Deregulation Unit
at the Institute of Public Affairs.
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